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Find the balance between sitting 
and standing at your desk

Ratio

The Ratio height adjustable desk enables a smooth transition  
between sitting and standing. Users can vary their posture  
as they need, to find the right balance between sitting and  
standing throughout the day.

Ratio can be specified as single, 120 degree, or back-to-back  
desks in unlimited clusters, and work with our other solutions  
to complete any floor plate.

Electric height adjustment means a user can adjust their desk  
to exactly the right height for them at the touch of a button.



Ratio 120 desks extend planning possibilities across the floorplate.

Sit. Stand. Move. Repeat

Research shows that moving from one posture to another is  
beneficial to our health – people who move more, feel better.  
And people who feel better, work better.

Effortless Design

With its clean lines and lightweight design, Ratio has been  
designed to blend into the modern office environment. Ratio  
is available with two kinds of electric height adjustment, and  
there are a number of different screen options, depending on  
the configuration of the work space. Ratio’s design also ensures  
that ergonomic tools such as monitor arms are fully supported.



For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call +44 1225 794000. 
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Details and Features

Electric height adjustment, including programmable  

pre-sets for use at assigned desks.

The distinctive H profile design ensures an uncluttered workspace. 

Screen options to create boundaries and add privacy, with fixed 

screen or the option for one that moves up and down on single  

desk to afford the user additional privacy.

Cable management options including high capacity trays,  

to ensure all cables are kept tidy underneath the worksurface.

The castor option on single sided desks provides  

a fully mobile sit-stand desk.

The high capacity vertical riser provides 360° access   

for power entry in a compact form.

Vertical cable management allows for an uncluttered  

transition as desk height changes.

Polished aluminium options for work surface supports  

and feet for an enhanced aesthetic choice.

Back-to-back tray with lid to neatly hide cable management. 

For full features and options available for Ratio,  
please visit hermanmiller.com


